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CMBS CREDIT MODEL

Introduction
OVERVIEW
The BlackRock Solutions (“BRS”) CMBS Modeling framework is a comprehensive analysis, reporting, and
surveillance framework for Non-Agency US Commercial Mortgage Backed Security (“CMBS”) transactions
secured by Commercial Real Estate (“CRE”) assets. Freddie Mac K deals are also covered by framework.
The framework encompasses the entire end-to-end process necessary for analyzing CMBS deals from deal
onboarding and data scrubbing, to property underwriting and review, to forecasting property- and loan-level
cash flows, to ultimately producing CMBS deal and tranche-level analytics and cash flows across
macroeconomic scenarios.
The framework leverages BRS’s extensive data and analytical capabilities, utilizing a platform that
encompasses a proprietary loan and property database, augmented by expert analysis from CRE
professionals, and an industry-leading, fundamentally driven, simulation-based credit modeling framework
to appropriately model the performance characteristics and risks associated with investments in commercial
real estate assets.
The core analytical engine is the BRS CMBS Credit Model, which simulates property-level performance
along with deterministic loan-level outcome modeling to project loan performance while accounting for
idiosyncratic and tail risks. This methodology is applied across a range of macro scenarios, and within each
scenario, across a series of model simulation paths for each property/loan underlying a CMBS transaction.
The result is a full spectrum of property and loan performance projections that accurately depict central
tendencies as well as capturing tail events.
The loan-level outcomes across model simulation paths within each scenario are passed through the Trepp
CMBS waterfall engine to generate scenario-specific collateral and tranche cash flows and losses
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MODEL OBJECTIVE
The BRS CMBS Credit Model is designed to assess credit risk across all US Non-Agency CMBS and
Freddie Mac K deals by assessing (1) systematic risks associated with the macroeconomic drivers and
market-level vacancy and rent, as well as (2) property-level idiosyncratic risks associated with individual
property performance and tenant lease structure.
The graphic below highlights the components of the BRS CMBS framework and the interaction between
them.
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Data Infrastructure and Review
LOAN AND PROPERTY DATABASE
The starting point for the CMBS modeling framework is the BRS Loan and Property Database, which covers
all Non-Agency US CMBS transactions as well as Freddie Mac CMBS transactions, both Legacy (PreCrisis) and Post-Crisis. The database contains detailed information that is critical in the modeling process
of upwards of 800 US CMBS deals, backed by 45,000 loans and more than 60,000 properties. Crucially,
the database also maintains the complex relationships that exist between all these pieces of data, including
complex multi-note loan structures.

LOAN-LEVEL UNDERWRITING AND REVIEW
As part of the onboarding and monthly update process, BRS uses information from the original deal
documents and from the monthly servicer reporting to create rent rolls and operating statements for all
properties across the covered CMBS universe. The rent rolls and operating statements form the foundation
of the property cash flow model. During this process, BRS reviews servicer data files for reporting issues
and quality assurance.
Supporting the database and modeling framework is a team of dedicated CRE professionals who ensure
that the data being used in the model is up to date and accurate, as high-quality data is essential to
producing meaningful results in any modeling framework. As such, BRS employs a hybrid quantitative /
qualitative loan review process that incorporates information gathered by CMBS servicers and trustees,
publicly available information, and third-party and proprietary research.
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Model Methodology
CMBS CREDIT MODEL BACKGROUND
Historically, CMBS models have generally taken one of two approaches: either a fundamentally-driven
deterministic model in which property cash flow and value projections are applied against loan terms to
determine discrete loan outcomes, or a probabilistic model which projects default and loss vectors based
upon historically observed data. In designing the enhanced version of the CMBS Credit Model, BRS sought
to leverage the strengths of both model types by developing a hybrid model that incorporates elements of
both deterministic and probabilistic models. The result is a enhanced methodology leveraging a lease level
Monte Carlo simulation incorporating econometric vacancy and rent projections to model property
performance (cashflow and valuation), the outputs of which are used in a deterministic framework to model
discrete loan outcomes, which are then used to derive collateral and tranche cash flows.
The econometric and simulation components model a property’s income and value by generating a range
of vacancy and rent projections and simulating tenant lease renewal decisions over each projection period.
Projected loan performance is then assessed as to whether the property generates (1) sufficient net cash
flow to cover debt service payments during the loan term or future value appreciation which justifies interim
sponsor support through debt service deficiency payments and (2) sufficient value on the maturity date of
the loan to retire the debt. This model has numerous advantages over more traditional models, including:


Assessing property-level idiosyncratic risks associated with lease rollovers



Incorporating property-level CRE analysis, underwriting, and review



Incorporating macroeconomic factor inputs across a variety of scenarios



Better capturing of property-level tail risks associated with tenant leasing behavior

MODEL METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The CMBS Credit Model is composed of four key components:


Component 1: Vacancy and Rent Projections



Component 2: Property Cash Flow Modeling



Component 3: Loan Cash Flow Modeling



Component 4: CMBS Cash Flows and Analytics
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An outline of the methodology follows.
Component 1, the Vacancy and Rent Projections, was derived using an econometric model based on a
regression framework that establishes a link between market vacancy/rent levels and national and local
economic factors such as Employment, Income, and CRE Supply (Stock). Projections are generated for
each Market and Property Type Pair (“M/PT Pair”), for example New York Office, within a deal. The levels
of the macroeconomic factors vary by scenario (e.g., different projections of employment growth across
base and stress scenarios). The econometric estimations of vacancy and rent in Component 1 also contain
a random deviance factor to give rise to a simulation framework where a series of vacancy and rent paths
are projected for a given set of macroeconomic projections (“model simulation paths”) in each scenario.
Component 2 of the model, Property Cash Flow Modeling, utilizes the market-level vacancy and rent
vectors produced by Component 1, in conjunction with an additional level of simulation around propertyspecific tenant-level lease renewals based on property rent rolls, to determine projections of property-level
occupancy and rent. The incorporation of tenant-level simulation across model simulation paths further
helps capture the distribution of possible outcomes and idiosyncratic events inherent in commercial real
estate assets. Using these property-level occupancy projections, the market-level rent forecasts from
Component 1, and the operating statement, forecast are generated for monthly property-level revenue
items (e.g., gross rent, expense reimbursements, etc.) and expense items (e.g., taxes, insurance,
management fees, etc.) to derive property cash flows. Property values are then calculated using a
discounted cash flow methodology.
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Component 3 of the model, Loan Cash Flow Modeling, utilizes the property cash flow and value projections
from Component 2 to calculate loan-level metrics such as LTV and DSCR by applying the property-level
projections against the loan terms. A series of deterministic tests is then conducted over the term of the
loan to determine the loan outcome and the corresponding timing. Possible loan outcomes include payoff
at maturity, prepayment, and term or maturity default with an associated workout period and ultimate
liquidation/loss calculation. A loan outcome is generated for every loan in the transaction, in every
simulation path across all scenarios. The range of loan outcomes across paths and scenarios helps capture
the wide distribution of potential outcomes. The figure below illustrates the various branches of the loan
credit model decision tree.

In Component 4 of the model, the loan-level outcomes from Component 3 are aggregated and passed
through the Trepp deal waterfall structure to derive deal- and tranche-level cash flows. Cash flows are
averaged across model simulation paths within each scenario to arrive at a final set of tranche cash flows
by scenario. Finally, the BRS analytics engine is used to calculate tranche-level analytics such as weighted
average life, yield and duration.
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Disclaimer
This report contains modeling based on hypothetical information which has been provided for informational
purposes only. Any analysis or projections contained herein are advisory and estimated in nature and are
based on assumptions and models. Please note that the assumptions identified herein are not necessarily
all inclusive and that the models themselves do not reflect every factor that can have a significant impact
on the outcome. Actual events will vary and perhaps differ materially from those assumed. There is no
guarantee that any ‘forward-looking’ information contained in this document including, among other things,
projections and forecasts, will come to pass.
This report has been created to satisfy BlackRock’s contractual agreement with the NAIC and should not
be construed as an offer or solicitation of investment advisory services. All investments are subject to risk
and may lose value. The information and opinions contained in this material are as of June 30, 2017. Such
information and opinions are subject to change without notice, and BlackRock is not required to provide
updates, modifications, or amendments to the information, opinions, estimates, or forecasts described
herein should BlackRock determine that such currently set forth communication becomes inaccurate. The
information and opinions contained herein are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources
deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed as to
accuracy. Charts, graphs, and securities referenced herein are not indicative of the past or future
performance of any BlackRock product. BlackRock or one or more of its affiliates may or may not own the
securities referenced and, if such securities are owned, no representation is being made that such securities
will continue to be held. This document is not intended to make any recommendations or solicit any actions
on the part of the reader, and for the avoidance of doubt nothing in this report should not be considered as
investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product.
Additionally, the views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of BlackRock. This draft is not
intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research, or investment advice, or to make any recommendations
or solicit any actions on the part of the reader. Any reliance on this draft is taken at the risk of the reader.
BlackRock accepts no liability or responsibility to any other party or person in connection with this work
product.
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